Candy Cane Bracelet

By Alpine

Difficulty: Medium
Time: 60-90 minutes

Materials:
● 3 (or more) colored strings about 60 inches long
● Scissors
● Optional: Tape or Safety Pin to hold bracelet in place while working

Knots You Need to Know:
● Full Forward Knot

Notes:
● If your bracelet starts to twist, you can stretch it or twist it until it sits straight.

Candy Cane Bracelet Instructions

Full Forward Knot Instructions
Candy Cane Bracelet Instructions:

1. Fold all strings in half and tie a knot about 1 inch from the top of the fold to create a loop.

Check out wolfschool.org/stories for more bracelet patterns!
2. Lay out the individual strings in the order you want your candy cane stripes to be in.
   Ex. Purple, Blue, White, Purple, Blue, White

3. Take your first colored string (Purple) and tie a full forward knot on the next (Blue).
   a. Take the colored string you would like your knot to be (Purple) and cross over the top of the next string(s) (Blue) leaving a loop on the left and tail end on the right, forming what looks like the number 4.
b. Reach through the loop and pull the tail end of your working colored string (Purple) through the loop.

c. Pull until tight.
d. Repeat a second time around the same string.
e. Your working colored string (Purple) will end up on the right of your other string(s) (Blue).
4. With the same colored string (Purple) tie a full forward knot over the next colored string (White).
Check out wolfschool.org/stories for more bracelet patterns!
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5. Continue tying full forward knots with the same colored string (Purple) on the next colored string until you have tied a full forward knot on all of the other colored strings (Purple, Blue, White) creating a horizontal, and a little bit diagonal line of the same color of knots.
6. Take the new first colored string on the left (Blue) and continue the same process of tying full forward knots on the next colored string (White, Purple, Blue, White, Purple) until it has made it all the way to the right.
Check out wolfschool.org/stories for more bracelet patterns!
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.</strong></td>
<td>Continue this process of taking the first colored string and tying full forward knots all the way across until your bracelet fits around a wrist, about 7 inches long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.</strong></td>
<td>Tie a knot at the end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9.</strong></td>
<td>Cut off excess string about 2 inches from the knot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10. Give to a friend/family member/loved one!
Check out [wolfschool.org/stories](http://wolfschool.org/stories) for more bracelet patterns!

Full Forward Knot Instructions:

1. Take the colored string you would like your knot to be and cross over the top of the other string(s) leaving a loop on the left and tail end on the right, forming what looks like the number 4.
2. Reach through the loop and pull the tail end of your working colored string through the loop.
3. Pull until tight.

4. Repeat a second time around the same string(s).
5. Your working colored string will end up on the right of your other string(s).
Check out wolfschool.org/stories for more bracelet patterns!